
Session 8:
How to Persuade The Masses 
Automatically And Forever
In session 8 you’ll learn how to persuade the masses automatically and forever. You’ll learn the 4 
Learning Styles and why it’s so important to teach with all of them to be persuasive. You’ll also do an 
exercise so you can put all these new tools into practice. 

• You don’t close the sale the first time you interact with someone. Its important to build a relationship 
with them overtime since different people are at different parts of the buying process.

• Create a “Customer Avatar”. Imagine all of your customers as one person that only has the traits of 
your ideal customer.

• Imagine that you are going to have a conversion with your customers for 6 months to 1 year. Create 
a script and follow up sequence that answers their questions and emotional needs. Stick with the 
topics they care the most about. At the end of the follow up piece always connect whatever the 
appeal was, to some form of action.

• Give them actionable tips that they can use and get results.

• Keep it interesting. Communicate with impact or don’t communicate at all.

• The 4 Learning Styles:

• Why - Why are they learning or listening, and what is the benefit if they learn your content? This 
is the emotional type.

• What - This is the conceptual type. They want to understand the theory, the story, and how the 
system looks from the big picture.

• How - Give them action steps. Use “how to”. They learn by procedures and recipes.

• What If - What if they did it and what would they learn? They want to solve puzzles in the real 
world. This style learns by doing things and seeing what the results are.

• EXERCISE:

• Create a follow up newsletter, audio, or video that you can use to follow up with someone that 
has come to you, your website, or contacted you. Use the why, what, how, and what if format.

• Align it to the appeal for why they contacted you in the first place and have a call to action.

• Remember to do it ethically and align their interests with yours.
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